OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS AND PROSPECTS
(IRPP) UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FROM SOME COLLABORATING INSTITUTIONS2017 A***
S/N

NAME OF OPPORTUNITY

NATURE OF
OPPORTUNITY

BENEFITING PARTIES

PROGRAMME TYPE

APPLICATION DEADLINE

1

University of Lincoln,
Academic Excellence
Scholarship

Scholarship

general

Undergraduate/Post
Graduate

JUNE 30TH 2017

2

Cutin University, Merit
University(Science&Engin
eering)

Merit Extension

Engineering & Science

Undergraduate

DEC 31ST 2017

3

University of Sheffield,
(Nigerian Merit
Scholarship)

Scholarship

On Admission Basis,
general

Post Graduate

JUNE 23 2017

4

Global Excellence
Scholarship

Scholarship

Energy,petroleum,Mineral
law and policy

Undergraduate

OCTOBER 1ST 2017

5

Leeds University,
Business School
Scholarship

Scholarship

Accounting, Economics,
Marketing, Human
Resource Management

Undergraduate

MAY 31ST 2017

6

University of
Westminster (
Architecture& Built
Environment)

Scholarship

Architecture, Building
Information Management

Master’s Programme

MAY 4TH 2017

7

240 Singapore

Scholarship for

general

Post Graduate

1ST JUNE 2017

1

international Award 2018

Ph.D. study

8

2017/2018
UNESCO\Poland CoSponsored Engineering
fellowship programme

Research studies/
Fellowship

Members States of
Unesco

Research Programme in
Science, Technology and
Engineering

14TH APRIL 2017

9

University of Sussex

Scholarship

Engineering & Technology

Post Graduate

MARCH 25 2017,
AUGUST 31ST 2017

10

University of Stirling(
Post Graduate Awards)

Scholarship

general

Post Graduate

AUGUST 31ST 2017

11

Loughborough University

Scholarship

On Admission Basis

Post Graduate

APRIL 30TH 2017

12

University of Essex (
Academic Excellence)

Scholarship

general

Undergraduate/ Masters

SEPTEMBER 30TH 2017

13

COLOGNE Business
School and Scholarship
for foreign
Students)Germany

Scholarship

general

Bachelor/ Masters Full time
MBA

15TH JUNE, 2017

14

The Fulbright African
Research Scholar
Programme

Scholarship

Science

Master’s Programme

JUNE 1 2017

15

University of Birmingham

Scholarship

Arts and Law, Life and
Environmental Sciences,
Social Sciences.

Bachelor/ Masters Degrees

31 May 2017.

16

University of West
London( International
Ambassadors)

Scholarship/ Grants

general

Master’s Programme

JULY 16TH 2017
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17

Rebound University

Scholarship

Arts, Social Sciences, Law
& Medical Sciences

Master’s Programme

APRIL 1ST 2017

18

University of East Anglia

Scholarship

On Admission Basis

Bachelor/ Masters Degrees

MARCH 31 2017

19

Emile Boutmy
Scholarship

Internship

general

Internship

MAY 2ND 2017

20

World Health
Organisation Internship

Summer school

general

Summer School

Application is opened
through the year

21

University College
London

Fellowship/Grants

general

Bachelor/ Masters Degrees

JULY 3 - 21 JULY, 24 JULY11 AUGUST 2017

22

Netherlands Fellowship
Programme

Fellowship

general

Bachelor/ Masters Degrees

JUNE 1 2017

23

Hubert Humphrey
Fellowship

Scholarship

Agric,Journalism,Banking,
Finance, Law, Urban &
Regional Planning

Master’s Programme

OCTOBER 1ST 2017

24

Leiden University
Excellence Scholarship

Scholarship

Law, International
Relations & Diplomacy

M.BA

OCT 1ST 2017 , FEB 2018

25

Foundation Rainbow
Bridge For African &
Asian Women

Scholarship

general

Post Graduate

JUNE 15/ NOV 26 2017

26

University College
London ( Denys Holland
Scholarship)

Scholarship

general

Master’s programme

JULY 7 2017

*** Interested Faculty/Students should please check details in the 2nd Attachment ***
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OFFICE OFINTERNATIONALRELATIONS PARTNERSHIPS AND PROSPECTS (IRPP)

UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FROM SOME COLLABORATING
UNIVERSITIES FOR UNILAG FACULTIES AND STUDENTS

1.

Academic Excellence Scholarship at University of Lincoln in UK,
2017

For programmes commencing in February and September 2017, the university invites applications for Academic Excellence
Scholarships from students from around the world. Students from China, India, Malaysia, Norway, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia,
Thailand, Vietnam and the United States are eligible to apply for these scholarships.
Lincoln is ranked 11th in the UK for student satisfaction in the National Student Survey (NSS) 2016. The University is
committed to developing enterprising graduates, with Lincoln students enjoying good graduate prospects and many going on to
start their own successful businesses. The University of Lincoln is producing world-leading research across many subject
areas.
Course Level: Scholarships are available to pursue undergraduate or postgraduate taught course of study.
Study Subject: Scholarships are awarded to learn in any of subjects offered by the university.
Scholarship Award: For 2017, the Academic Excellence Scholarship is valued at £5,000 which will be deducted from your
tuition fees during the first year of enrolment.
Scholarship can be taken in UK
Eligibility: The following criteria must be met in order for applicants to be eligible for the scholarship:
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The International student must have applied for an undergraduate or postgraduate taught course of study at least 1 week prior to the deadline
below:
-30th November 2016 for programmes commencing in February 2017
-June 30th 2017 for programmes commencing in September 2017









This application deadline can be extended at the discretion of the Director of International.
The International student must have a student status of Overseas on the Student Information System.
The International student must be enrolled on a qualifying University of Lincoln undergraduate or postgraduate taught course of
study on the University’s student information system as per the requirements listed in the International Scholarships Entry Criteria
document.
The International student must be able to evidence s/he is of the qualifying nationality as per the requirements listed in the
International Scholarships Entry Criteria document.
The International student must have met the specific academic entry criteria in order as in order to be eligible for the scholarship as
outlined in the International Scholarships Entry Criteria document.
The International student must not have received a Country-specific Academic Excellence Scholarship for any other previous study at
the University.
Nationality: The University invites applications from students in the following countries: China, India, Malaysia, Norway,
Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Vietnam and the United States.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirements: Applicants must have their previous degree.
English language Requirements: Applicants must meet the programmes general English language requirements.
International Scholarships
How to Apply: To apply for an Academic Excellence Scholarship, you will need to complete an Academic Excellence
Scholarship Application Form and submit to intscholarships-at-lincoln.ac.uk.
Application Form
Application Deadline: Application deadline for programmes commencing in September, is June 30th, 2017.
5

2.

Science & Engineering Merit Extension Undergraduate Scholarships
at Curtin University in Australia, 2017

Curtin University acknowledges the importance of being one of Australia’s most multicultural university campuses and this
scholarship aims to grow the trust and confidence in Curtin University as a place for students to further their studies, careers
and life experiences.
Course Level: Scholarships are available to pursue undergraduate degree programme.
Study Subject: All Undergraduate courses within the Faculty of Science & Engineering available to International Students.
Scholarship Award: The Science & Engineering Merit Extension Scholarship will provide 25% of annual tuition fee for full-fee
paying international students who are eligible for the scholarship.
Scholarship can be taken in the Australia
Eligibility: Applicants must meet all of the following criteria to be considered for a Science and Engineering International Merit
Scholarship:






Must be citizens of Bangladesh, Botswana, Brazil, Brunei, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Mauritius, Mexico, Myanmar, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Russia, Singapore, South
Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Turkey, Vietnam, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
Must have met Curtin University and course academic and English language entry requirements
Must be international, full fee-paying students, enrolled in a program of study through the 2015 or 2016 Curtin Innovative
Merit Scholarships
Must have commenced a full undergraduate degree in Semester 1 or 2, 2015 or Semester 1 or 2, 2016 at Curtin University,
Western Australia
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Cannot be studying at Curtin via a sponsoring body
Must not have received any credits for recognized learning (CRL)
Students must achieve and maintain an ongoing course weighted average of 75% or above.

Nationality: Citizens of Bangladesh, Botswana, Brazil, Brunei, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Mauritius, Mexico, Myanmar, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Russia, Singapore, South
Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Turkey, Vietnam, Zambia and Zimbabwe are eligible to apply for this scholarship.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirement: Applicants must have their previous degree.
Test Requirement: No
English Language Requirements: Applicants from outside the home country will often need to meet specific English
language/other language requirements in order to be able to study there.
Australia Scholarships
How to Apply: Students must be enrolled in the Faculty of Science & Engineering and have commenced their program under
the 2015 Curtin Innovative Merit Scholarship or 2016 Curtin Innovative Merit Scholarship
Students will automatically be assessed for eligibility by the Faculty of Science & Engineering and will be advised accordingly of
their success or otherwise. Students may be required to adhere to terms and conditions surrounding their scholarship.
Students cannot apply for this scholarship if they are a recipient of, or have applied for any other Curtin University scholarship
Application Deadline: Scholarship application deadline is December 31, 2017
7

.

3. SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY

International Merit Postgraduate Scholarships 2017
Our Merit Postgraduate Scholarships are worth 50% of the annual postgraduate tuition fee.

Key notes Scholarship results will be announced Friday 28 July 2017.
Eligibility and award criteria eligible for the scholarships, applicants must be a national of or permanently domiciled in one of the following:
East and South Africa: Kenya, Uganda, Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi, South Africa, Tanzania,
Mauritius

Latin America: Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Mexico, Paraguay,
Panama, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela

Middle East and North Africa: Lebanon, Syria, Iraq,
Oman, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain,
Kuwait, Sudan, Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco

South East Asia: Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Myanmar (Burma), Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam

West Africa: Benin, Cameroon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea
Bissau, Ivory Coast, Togo, Guinea
Brazil

Canada

Egypt

India

Japan

Jordan

Nigeria

Pakistan

South Korea

Sri Lanka

Taiwan

Turkey

USA
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Applicants must have applied for and been offered a study place at the University of Sheffield to be eligible to apply for the
scholarship.
Applicants must apply for a study place by Friday16 June 2017 for entry in September 2017 to be eligible to apply for the
scholarship.
The scholarship application is a separate online process to applying for a course. A link to the online scholarship application
will be sent by email to all eligible students from January onwards.
The scholarship will be awarded on the basis of academic merit and the supporting statement. The final decision will be made
by an academic panel.
The scholarship can be awarded in conjunction with other University of Sheffield scholarships as long as the individual does not
become fully funded, for tuition fee purposes, as a result of the sum of these awards.
The scholarships will take the form of a tuition fee reduction only.
You must be self-funding and classified as overseas for tuition fee purposes.
The scholarship will not be awarded where funding is applicable from an external body* and there is an agreement already in
place between the external body and the University of Sheffield to offer a tuition fee discount to the student.
The scholarships are for full-time and part-time students only. Students studying online or via distance learning are not eligible
for the scholarships.
Part-time students will receive the full value of a one year of scholarship split pro rata over the duration of an equivalent single
full-time academic year.
These scholarships exclude postgraduate courses in Clinical Dentistry where the higher clinical fee is applicable.
Overseas students registered on partnership programmes will only be eligible for a proportionate amount of scholarship
reflecting the percentage of the programme studied at and percentage of the tuition fees paid to the University of Sheffield.
E.g. studying a 50:50 course with the University of Sheffield and another institution where the fees paid to the University of
Sheffield are £8000, a scholarship will be applied which represents 50% of the full scholarship amountStaff
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4. Global Excellence Scholarship for Nigerians at University of Dundee in
UK, 2017
The aim of the scholarship is to enable and encourage academically able students from any nationality.The University of
Dundee is a public research university based in the city and Royal burgh of Dundee on the east coast of the central Lowlands
of Scotland.
Applicants from outside the home country will often need to meet specific English language/other language requirements in
order to be able to study there.
Course Level: Scholarship is available for pursuing the undergraduate programme.
Study Subject: Scholarship is awarded in Energy, Petroleum, Mineral Law and Policy.
Scholarship Award: Scholarship of value £4,500 will be awarded.
Scholarship can be taken in the UK
Eligibility: The following criteria must be met in order for applicants to be eligible for the scholarship:






Available to Nigeria national/permanent resident full fee paying students on a full-time, campus-based Energy, Petroleum,
and Mineral Law & Policy postgraduate degree programme.
Scholarship will be deducted from the published tuition fee for the intended academic entry year
Prospective students must have formally applied to the University for an Eligible Course and received an unconditional or
conditional offer.
Prospective students must have fully completed the scholarships application form, sent with the formal offer email.
Selection of students will be based on their academic performance to date, their formal application and the content of their
scholarship application form.
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Nationality: Nigeria national/permanent resident are eligible to apply for this scholarship.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirements: Available to Nigeria national/permanent resident full fee paying students on a full-time, campus-based
Energy, Petroleum, Mineral Law & Policy postgraduate degree programme.
English language Requirements: Applicants must be able to demonstrate a high level of English language competence
(minimum of IELTS 6.5 or equivalent, with no component less than 6.0.
Scholarships for Nigerians
How to Apply: A scholarship application form will be sent via email with the formal offer for eligible programmes
Application Deadline: Scholarship application deadline is October 1, 2017

5. Leeds Business School Scholarships for Undergraduate Students in UK,
2017
The University of Leeds is offering business school scholarships for nationals of India, Kenya, Nigeria and
Vietnam. Scholarships are available for pursuing undergraduate degree at the University of Leeds.
A range of funding and scholarship opportunities to support and reward undergraduates who have the potential to be an
outstanding student.
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The University, established in 1904, is one of the largest higher education institutions in the UK. They are a world top 100
university and are renowned globally for the quality of our teaching and research.
Applicants from outside the home country will often need to meet specific English language/other language requirements in
order to be able to study there.
Course Level: Scholarships are available for pursuing undergraduate degree at the University of Leeds.
Study Subject: Scholarships are offered in diverse fields of Business to help students in upgrading their education.
Scholarship Award: An award of £2,500 per year for each standard year of study towards the cost of fees for nationals of
India, Kenya, Nigeria and Vietnam.
Scholarship can be taken in the UK
Eligibility: All self-funding applicants who are nationals of India, Kenya, Nigeria and Vietnam who apply for an
undergraduate course at Leeds University Business School and are classed as international for fee purposes will be
considered with the exception of applicants progressing from NCUK programmes; the University of Leeds International
Foundation Year and the Leeds International Study Centre Foundation Year. Dedicated scholarships are available for
applicants progressing from these programmes.
Nationality: All self-funding applicants who are nationals of India, Kenya, Nigeria and Vietnam can apply.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirement: Applicants must have their previous degree.
Test Requirement: No
12

English Language Requirements: Applicants from outside the home country will often need to meet specific English
language/other language requirements in order to be able to study there.
UK Scholarships
How to Apply: In order to be considered for a scholarship, you must be currently holding a conditional or unconditional offer for
2017 entry. Candidates are required to submit an application form. The deadline for applications is May 31, 2017
Application Deadline: The deadline for applications is Wednesday May 31, 2017

6. UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER
ARCHITECTURE AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT (ABE) EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
The ABE Faculty aims to explore the core subject areas that address the future shape of our cities and encourage the dynamic
thinking that makes our courses the envy of others.
Amount:
Full tuition fee award, accommodation, living expenses and flights to and from London.
Eligibility: You must be an international student from a developing country and hold an offer for a full-time Master’s degree at
the University within the Faculty of Architecture and the Built Environment.
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Criteria: For the list of eligible countries, please see appendix B. Equivalent to a UK First Class Honours degree, financial need
and development potential.
Number available: 1
Deadline: 4 May 2017
BEFORE YOU APPLY
Here you will find some useful information to help make applying for one of our scholarships as simple as possible.
Once you have read all of the information below and are ready to find out more about how to make a scholarship application,
you can visit our How to apply page. Do I have to have an offer of a place on a course before I can apply for a scholarship?
Yes you do. You can only apply for a scholarship once you have applied for admission for a place on the course you wish to
study and been offered either a conditional or unconditional offer. We cannot accept any scholarship application without an
admissions offer.
Guidance on how to apply for admission can be found here:
Undergraduate admission application guidance
Postgraduate admission application guidance
Please note that it can take from four to six weeks to get a course offer. You should therefore apply for admission to your
chosen course/s at least six weeks before the relevant scholarship application deadline date.
Am I eligible for a scholarship?
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Each of our scholarships has its own set of eligibility criteria which you should check carefully to make sure you are eligible
before you apply. In addition to checking the specific criteria for the scholarship/s you wish to apply for, you should also check
the general eligibility criteria for Westminster’s scholarship programme.
How do I choose which scholarship/s to apply for?
Generally, we offer four different types of scholarships for international undergraduate and postgraduate students:
Full scholarships (which provide for tuition fee costs, living expenses, accommodation and flights to and from the UK)
Full tuition fee award scholarships (100% tuition fee award only)
Half tuition fee award scholarships (50% tuition fee award only)
Part tuition fee award scholarships (up to 50% tuition fee award only)
International undergraduate and postgraduate students can only apply for one type of scholarship.
UK/EU undergraduate students may apply for as many UK/EU undergraduate scholarships as they wish.
As a general rule of thumb for all applicants, the higher the value of the scholarship the more competitive the application
process is. You are therefore advised to choose carefully which scholarship/s you apply for based on whether you meet the
eligibility criteria and your true level of financial need.
You will only be considered for the scholarships you express an interest in at the time of application so think carefully before
you apply.
What documentation do I need to apply?
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International Undergraduate and all Postgraduate applicants
As well as completing the relevant Scholarship application form, you will need to provide the following supporting
documentation:
A copy of the letter/email from the University of Westminster confirming your conditional or unconditional offer of a place on
your chosen course.
An official copy of your transcript from your most recent/current academic study.
A reference letter written specifically in support of your scholarship application. This should be written by a previous tutor,
professor, academic or employer (where relevant to your chosen degree course) and cannot be the same reference provided
as part of your admission application.
Please note that certified translations of any supporting documents written in languages other than English must be provided.
Also, please do not send your own personal copies or originals of documents as we are unable to return these to you.
HOW TO APPLY
Before reading this section, please make sure you have read our before you apply page.
University of Westminster Scholarship Application process at a glance:
Application formInternational undergraduate Deadline date 4 May 2017
Postgraduate students (International and UK/EU)*
Postgraduate scholarship application form (Jan 2018 entry) (Word doc.)
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4 May 2017 (Sept 2017 entry)
13 October 2017 (Jan 2018 entry)
*Please note that all scholarship applications are open to new students only. If you are a current student at the University of
Westminster, unfortunately, you are not eligible to apply.
UK/EU undergraduate applicants
Applying online
Applying online The University has an online scholarship application process for UK/EU undergraduate students wishing to
apply for a scholarship for courses starting in September 2017. The UK/EU undergraduate Applicant Portal is now open, please
follow the link above.
International undergraduate and postgraduate applicants
Applying by post
International undergraduate and postgraduate scholarship applicants must send their application to us by post. Due to the
volume of applications we receive we cannot accept any applications via email.
It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure that the application is received before the deadline date. Due to our very tight
timescales we cannot accept applications which are received late or with a postmark of the deadline date.
Scholarships Office
University of Westminster
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Cavendish House
101 New Cavendish Street
London W1W 6XH
United Kingdom
The Scholarships Office will email you to acknowledge receipt of your application. If you require proof of delivery, please use a
delivery or courier service which allows you to track your package and verify receipt.
All scholarship applications are screened to ensure the basic eligibility criteria for the scholarships selected have been met. If
we find that you do not meet the requirements you will be informed via email. Please note applications that do meet the criteria
for our scholarships will be assessed and shortlisted once the application deadline for the relevant scholarship intake has
passed.
Application advice
Please take account the following when making your application (further application advice can be found on our frequently
asked questions page):
Your application must be typed, not handwritten.
Please complete all sections of the application form. Incomplete applications will be automatically rejected.
Make sure you provide all required supporting documentation the (the list of required documentation is outlined on before you
apply page and on the application form itself). Incomplete applications will be automatically rejected.
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Do not submit more than the requested documentation. Please do not send original documents, as we cannot return these.
International undergraduate and postgraduate students can only apply for one type of scholarship (i.e. Full Scholarship, Full
Fee, and Half/Part Fee award) – please do not tick more than one box on the application form.
Spend time on your application. You are in competition with some of the strongest students in the world so spend as much time
as necessary creating a polished, professional and persuasive application.
Do not exceed the word limit given for any section of the application. We ask you to answer questions concisely for a reason.
Check your application for spelling and grammar errors.
Make a complete copy of the application before you send it.

7. 240 Singapore International Graduate Awards in Singapore, 2018
Up to 240 SINGA Awards are given every year to top students from all over the world. Awards are available for
pursuing PhD studies either at National University of Singapore (NUS) or Nanyang Technological University (NTU) or the
Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD).

They want to encourage more such exchanges, to build friendships and mutual understanding. This is why they are introducing
a new Singapore International Graduate Award (or SINGA), for international students to do their PhD training in a multidisciplinary environment in Singapore. 240 SINGA Awards will be given every year to top students from all over the world.
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The Singapore International Graduate Award (SINGA) is a collaboration between the Agency for Science, Technology &
Research (A*STAR), the Nanyang Technological University (NTU), the National University of Singapore (NUS) and the
Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD). PhD training will be carried out in English at your chosen lab at
A*STAR Research Institutes, NTU, NUS or SUTD. Students will be supervised by distinguished and world-renowned
researchers in these labs.
International students with a passion for Science and Engineering research, excellent academic qualifications, good reports
from academic referees, and fluency in English are encouraged to apply for this award. TOEFL, IELTS and GRE are NOT
required. However, applicants may indicate their scores in the online application form if they have already taken any of these
tests. If applicants are invited for an interview, the selection panel will assess your command of spoken and written English
during the interview. The selection process will not be biased against candidates without GRE, TOEFL or IELTS.
Course Level: Awards are available for pursuing PhD studies either at National University of Singapore (NUS) or Nanyang
Technological University (NTU) or the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD).
Study Subject(s): SINGA only supports PhD studies in the field of science and engineering.
Scholarship Award: The award provides financial support for up to 4 years of PhD studies. It includes:



Full support of tuition fees



Stipends – S$2,000 per month (S$24,000 per annum), to be increased to S$2,500 per month (S$30,000 per annum)
after passing Qualifying Examinations



One-time S$1,000 settling-in allowance



One-time airfare grant of S$1,500

Scholarship can be taken in Singapore
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Eligibility: To be eligible to apply:


Open to all international students



Graduates with a passion for research and excellent academic results



Good skills in written and spoken English



Good reports from academic referees

Nationality: International students can apply for these SINGA Awards.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirement: International students with a passion for Science and Engineering research, excellent academic
qualifications, good reports from academic referees, and fluency in English are encouraged to apply for this award.
Test Requirement: No
English Language Requirements: TOEFL, IELTS and GRE are NOT required. However, applicants may indicate their scores
in the online application form if they have already taken any of these tests. If they are invited for an interview, the selection
panel will assess your command of spoken and written English during the interview. The selection process will not be biased
against candidates without GRE, TOEFL or IELTS.
Singapore Scholarships
How to Apply: Applicant will first need to fill up an online application form and submit it through the SINGA website. Softcopies
of the following supporting documents must be uploaded during their online application:

Compulsory:
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Identity card or Passport



A recent passport-sized photo in JPEG/PNG format



Bachelor’s Academic Transcripts (in English translation)



Bachelor’s Degree Certificate / Scroll (in English translation) or a letter of certification from the university on their
candidature if their degree certificate / scroll has not yet been conferred



Master’s Academic Transcripts, if any (in English translation)



Master’s Degree Certificate / Scroll, if any (in English translation) or a letter of certification from the university on their
candidature if their degree certificate / scroll has not yet been conferred



2 recommendation reports (to be completed and submitted online by the referees)

Online ApplicationApplication Deadline: The application deadline is June 1, 2017 for January 2018 intake.

8. UNESCO/ POLAND CO-SPONSORED ENGINEERING FELLOWSHIPS PROGRAMME
With a view to promoting human resource capacities in the developing countries and to enhancing international understanding
and friendship among nations and the people of Poland, the Polish National Commission for UNESCO and the UNESCO Chair
for Science, Technology and Engineering Education at the AGH University of Science and Technology in Krakow have placed
at the disposal of certain Member States (see Annex I) forty (40) fellowships of six (6) months duration each, in Poland, starting
on 2 October 2017. The beneficiaries of these fellowships will be given the opportunity to undertake an individual research
programme in the field of Science, Technology and Engineering
Submission of applications
Candidatures should be submitted by the invited Member State. Original applications in duplicate must be channeled through
the National Commission for UNESCO of the candidate’s country and communicated to Mr.StoyanBantchev, Chief,
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Participation programme and Fellowships Section, by 14 April 2017 at the latest (GMT +01:00) to UNESCO mailing address.
An advance copy of the application should be sent by fax (33.1) 45.68.55.03 or by e-mail unesco3(at) agh.edu.pl; s.bantchev
(at) unesco.org; b.qin@unesco.org and l.zas-friz@unesco.org. Applications should have imperatively the following attachments
in DUPLICATE:
(I) UNESCO fellowships application forms, including medical certificate, ALL four (4) pages duly completed in English using
capital letter (illegible documents will be eliminated from the procedure, hand writing form must include capital letter only);
(ii) Two photographs attached to the applications (4x6 cm);
(iii) Certified copies (in English) of Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree/ PhD obtained; and,
(iv) UNESCO certificate of language knowledge, duly completed by a relevant authority, if the mother tongue of the candidate is
not English.
(v) Two letters of recommendation from someone related to the candidate’s work, as well confirming the candidate’s
qualifications.
(vi)The endorsed candidates should register themselves to the Fellowship e-registration system available on the page:
http://www.unesco.agh.edu.pl/en/.

Deadline 14 April 2017 at the latest
IMPORTANT
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It is the National authority’s responsibility to ensure that all candidates are duly informed of the above-mentioned conditions
prior to the submission of applications.
Files which are incomplete or which are received after the deadline as well as candidatures that do not fulfil the requirements
will not be taken into consideration.
Only the selected candidates will receive a letter through their respective National Commissions for UNESCO.
All application should be endorsed by the National Commission from the country of the candidate.
All correspondence should be in English.
Visas
Fellows, from countries where Polish Embassies or Consulates exit, will have to obtain their entry visa to the country of study
prior to their departure. Fellows, from countries where no such Embassy or Consulate exists, must secure their visa through the
nearest Embassy of the Republic of Poland.
UNESCO and the Government of the Republic of Poland provide no allowance to defray passport and visa expenses. Selected
beneficiaries will have to secure their own visas themselves.

9. UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX
PhD Studentship: Turbo-charged Control using a turbo speed sensor (2017)
Turbo-chargers are a central component in modern combustion engines of all sizes. The turbo is typically controlled indirectly with pressure
sensors. The University of Sussex has successfully developed a new sensing technology known as the Electro Potential Sensor (EPS) that may be
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used to measure the speed of the turbo, allowing direct control of the turbo speed. In addition to performance benefits, the EPS is relatively
cheap and could be used to replace other sensors.

This project will develop turbo-charged control strategies for the application of the EPS to combustion engines. The project will start with a
Simulation phase where control algorithms can be studied in detail, before moving to a test and development phase on the University's engine
test facility where the prototype control algorithms would be developed. The project will address both conventional turbo systems and the new
electrically assisted turbo systems.
Applications are invited from Mechanical, Automotive or Aerospace Engineering students with a background in Control, 1D CFD, Turbocharging
and Simulation. Experience of using Matlab and Simulink would be highly desirable. The applicant would be expected to carry out both
simulation and experimental work.
Type of award
Postgraduate Research.
Award Amount
£14,296 stipend plus a fee waiver at the UK/EU rate.
Eligibility
The studentship will include a three year stipend at a standard rate (currently £14,296 per annum) and, in addition, fees at the UK/EU rate. Since
the studentship only covers fees at the UK/EU rate, overseas applicants are kindly requested to state in their application how they propose to
cover the difference between the UK/EU rate and the overseas fees (for more details visit: http://www.sussex.ac.uk/study/phd/fees-andscholarships).
Application procedure
Apply for an Engineering PhD for September 2017 using this step by step guide: http://www.sussex.ac.uk/study/phd/appl
In the 'Finance information' section of the application form clearly state you are applying for the "PhD Studentship: Turbo-charger Control using
a turbo speed sensor".
Application Deadline: 25/03/2017
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10.Postgraduate Awards for International Students at University of
Stirling in UK, 2017
For September 2017 intake, University of Stirling is offering awards for international students. These awards are available for pursuing full-time
master’s degree programmes.
University aims to be at the forefront of research and learning that helps to improve lives.
The University of Stirling is a UK research intensive campus university founded by Royal charter in 1967 in Stirling, Scotland. It is ranked among
the top 60 universities in the world that are under 50 years old by the Times Higher Education World University Rankings.
The requirements for a specific English Language test score such as IELTS or TOEFL may be waived if instruction and assessment of applicant’s
first-degree study have been in English.
Course Level: Awards are available for pursuing full-time master’s degree programmes.
Study Subject: Awards are offered in diverse fields to help students in upgrading their education.
Scholarship Award: Each award has a value of £3,000
Scholarship can be taken in the UK
Eligibility: For entry in September 2017 International Postgraduate Awards are offered to teach postgraduate applicants who are self-funded and
liable to pay tuition fees at the overseas rate. Awards are available for students domiciled in, or nationals of the following countries, subject to
meeting country-specific academic criteria as outlined below:

Canada – minimum 3.3 GPA on a 4.0 scale
Ghana – minimum Second Class Honours (Upper Division)
Hong Kong – minimum Second Class Honours (Division I)
India – minimum average grade profile of 60 percent
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Kenya – minimum Second Class Honours (Upper Division)
Japan – minimum average grade profile of 75 percent
Malaysia – minimum Second Class Honours (Upper Division) or 3.3 GPA on a 4.0 scale
Nigeria – minimum Second Class Honours (Upper Division)
Norway – minimum average grade profile of Grade B
Oman – minimum 3.3 GPA on a 4.0 scale
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia – minimum 3.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale or 4.3 GPA on a 5.0 scale
Singapore – minimum Second Class Honours (Upper Division)
Taiwan – minimum average grade profile of 75 percent
Thailand – minimum 3.2 GPA on a 4.0 scale
USA – minimum 3.3 GPA on a 4.0 scale
Vietnam – minimum average grade profile of 75 percent
Nationality: Citizens of Canada, Ghana, Hong Kong, India, Kenya, Japan, Malaysia, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Singapore,
Taiwan, Thailand, USA and Vietnam are eligible to apply.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirement: Applicant must have an undergraduate degree or equivalent.
English Language Requirement: The requirements for a specific English Language test score such as IELTS or TOEFL may be waived if instruction
and assessment of applicant’s first-degree study have been in English.
Postgraduate Scholarships
How to Apply: Students from eligible countries will automatically be assessed for an International Postgraduate Award as part of the admissions
process; there is no separate application required for this award. Students who qualify for award will be notified by Admissions, once academic
offer conditions have been met.
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Application Deadline: The application deadline is August 31, 2017.

11.Loughborough University Postgraduate Taught Scholarships for
Africans in UK, 2017
Loughborough University is offering a number of Africa scholarships for full-time taught postgraduate students who are currently domiciled
(permanently living) in Africa. The scholarships will cover 100% of the course fees for postgraduate taught course for one year.
Loughborough University is a public research university located in the market town of Loughborough, Leicestershire, in the East Midlands of
England.
The standard University IELTS English language requirements is 6.5 overall with 6.0 in each individual element (reading, writing, listening and
speaking). Some departments may require higher levels English language.
Course Level: Scholarships are available for pursuing postgraduate taught programme at Loughborough University.
Study Subject: Scholarships are awarded in all subjects offered by the Loughborough University.
Scholarship Award: These scholarships will cover 100% of the course fees for your chosen postgraduate taught course for one year (replacing
any Departmental or Loughborough University scholarships or bursaries you may already have been awarded).
Scholarship can be taken in the UK
Eligibility: The following criteria must be met in order for applicants to be eligible for scholarship
Applications will be initially shortlisted and the final decision on the awards will be made by a selection panel of senior staff of the University.
The selection panel will use the following eligibility criteria when assessing applications:
Currently domiciled (permanently living) in Africa
Evidence of exceptional academic achievement (normally a 1st Class Honours Degree)
Commitment to return to their home country on completion of postgraduate programme
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Evidence of the ability and commitment to making a significant contribution to their home country on their return
Full understanding of the costs involved in coming to study and live in the UK
Evidence of strong motivation and initiative to secure funds to cover the remainder of the costs involved
Nationality: Students from Africa (Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Republic,
Chad, Comoros, Ivory Coast, Djibouti, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Lesotho,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Republic of the Congo,
Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda,
Western Sahara, Zambia and Zimbabwe) can apply for these scholarships.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirements: Applicants must have evidence of exceptional academic achievement (normally a 1st Class Honours Degree).
English language Requirements: The standard University IELTS English language requirements is 6.5 overall with 6.0 in each individual element
(reading, writing, listening and speaking). Some departments may require higher levels English language.
Application Deadline: Scholarship application deadline is April 30, 2017.

12.International Scholarships for Masters Programme at University of
Essex in UK, 2017-2018
The University of Essex is inviting applications for Academic Excellence International Scholarships. These scholarships will be awarded to
students applying for a full-time master course in 2017-18 (excluding MBA).
The University of Essex is a public research university in Colchester, Essex, England. It was established in 1963 and received its Royal Charter in
1965
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The most common tests for language proficiency are IELTS and TOEFL IBT. However, University also accepts some other English language test
scores such as Pearson and Cambridge certificates and may accept school qualification.
Course Level: Scholarships are available for pursuing the full-time master programme.
Study Subject: Scholarships are provided to learn any of the courses offered by the University.

Scholarship Award: Bangladesh: £4,000, Canada: £2,000, China: £2,500, Ghana: £4,000, Hong Kong: £2,000, India: £4,000, Indonesia: £4,000,
Japan: £3,000, Jordan: £2,000, Kazakhstan: £3,000, Malaysia: £4,000, Nigeria: £4,000, Norway: £3,000, Pakistan: £4,000, Russia: £2,000, Taiwan:
£3,000, Thailand: £2,000, Turkey : £4,000, USA: £2,000 and Vietnam: £4,000.
Scholarship can be taken in the UK

Eligibility: Students must meet all of the following conditions.
Be classified as an international student for fee purposes
Be entirely self-funding your studies
Be applying for a full-time Masters course in 2017-18 (excluding MBA)
Meet the academic criteria in the table above
Nationality: Bangladesh, Canada, China, Ghana, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan,
Russia, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, USA and Vietnam.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirement: Students must have a degree from a recognized UK university other than Essex with First Class or Upper Second Class
Honours.
English Language Requirement: The most common tests for language proficiency are IELTS and TOEFL iBT. However, University also accepts
some other English language test scores such as Pearson and Cambridge certificates and may accept school qualification.
Masters Scholarships
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How to Apply: If students meet all the eligibility criteria and firmly accept the offer of their place by 30 September 2017 then they will
automatically be awarded this scholarship. They will be notified of their award by the end of October 2017. They don’t need to complete an
application form.
Application Deadline: The application deadline is September 30, 2017.

13. Foreign Student Scholarships at Cologne Business School in Germany,
2017
Cologne Business School is inviting applications for Foreign Student Scholarships. These scholarships are designed exclusively for new
international students (Bachelor, Master and fulltime MBA) who intent to study at Cologne Business School.
Cologne Business School GmbH is a private business school established in 1993 in the city of Cologne, Germany. The business school is a staterecognized university of applied science and conducts research in many fields.
Proof of English language proficiency (if English is not student’s first language) through TOEFL-certificate (min. 92 points Internet-based) or IELTS
(min. Band 6.5); both not older than two years. Alternatively, you can submit the proof by a min. six months stay abroad in an English-speaking
country.
Course Level: Scholarships are available for pursuing bachelor, master and fulltime MBA programme.
Study Subject: Scholarships are awarded to study the subjects offered by the university.
Scholarship Award: CBS awards scholarships in order to reduce the tuition fees for talented foreign students. The level of the scholarship (25%,
50% and 75% of the tuition fee) mainly depends on the skills and the financing need of the applicant.
Scholarship can be taken in Germany

Eligibility: Requirements for an Application
The applicant is a non-German citizen
A full application for a CBS program (Bachelor; Master, MBA) has been submitted
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The applicant provides excellent academic achievements
In addition to that, outstanding social & cultural dedication or athletic accomplishments will also be considered
The applicant has to write an essay about a topic which will be defined by the examination board
The applicant is only allowed to hold one scholarship at a time
Nationality: International students are eligible to apply for Foreign Student Scholarships.
College Admission Requirement

Entrance Requirement:
Bachelor Programme: Requirements for admission to study at our university include general matriculation standards for entering a higher
education institution or advanced technical college entrance qualification. Equivalent certificates from foreign schools shall also be recognized
accordingly. Comparable certificates include, for example: High School Diploma, Matura, A-Levels, Bachillerato or International Baccalaureate/IB
Diploma. Should no school leaving certificate/diploma be available, the last certificate you received may also be submitted.
Master Programme: The admission requirements for our CBS Master programmes are a first academic qualification (Bachelor of Arts, Diploma,
Master of Arts) with a minimum of 180 ECTS-Credits of a recognized German or international university, university of applied sciences or
university of cooperative education with a final grade of at least “good”•. Applicants who have not attained this grade in their first study course
must take a separate entrance examination. The degree should be business-related.
English Language Requirement: Proof of English language proficiency (if English is not student’s first language) through TOEFL-certificate (min. 92
points Internet-based) or IELTS (min. Band 6.5); both not older than two years. Alternatively, you can submit the proof by a min. six months stay
abroad in an English-speaking country.

Germany Scholarships
How to Apply: If you want to apply for a foreign student scholarship, please submit the following documents via email
Transcript of records and certificates of your latest school or academic degree
An essay about “How does (if) the slowing down of China affect Germany?” (max. 1000 words). Please use the CBS Style Guide
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Essays that do not follow the rules set out in the CBS Style Guide, will not be considered for the scholarship!
Proof of your social dedication or athletic achievements, if applicable
Personal letter and statement that indicates the applicant’s need for a scholarship
Application Form
Application Deadline: The application deadline is June 15, 2017.

14. The Fulbright African Research Scholar Program (ARSP) for Nigerians in
USA, 2017
Applications are invited for Fulbright Student Program available for Nigerian students. Two categories of grants are offered in the ARSP:
research grants and program and curriculum development grants.
Funded by the U.S. Government, the Fulbright Programme aims at achieving mutual understanding through the academic and cultural exchange.
Fulbright scholarships will be awarded to applicants who demonstrate academic excellence, leadership qualities, and a commitment to
improving cross-cultural relations through international exchange.
For Minimum Institutional TOEFL score of 550 from AMIDEAST Egypt or any of the given ETS authorised Distributors and/or ITP Testing Centers is
required.

Course Level: Two categories of grants are offered in the ARSP: research grants and program and curriculum development grants.
Study Subject: Awards of 3 to 5 months are offered for qualified university faculty to conduct research in any academic discipline at a U.S.
academic or research institution.
Scholarship can be taken in the USA
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Eligibility: The following criteria must be met in order for applicants to be eligible for the scholarship:
An intended applicant must be a citizen of Nigeria or a permanent resident and should hold a valid passport issued by the country in which the
application is made.
In addition, applicants must have at least three (3) years of post-doctoral degree training or teaching experience at the time of application.
Nationality: Students from Nigeria are eligible to apply for this fellowship.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirements: Applicants must have at least three (3) years of post-doctoral degree training or teaching experience at the time of
application.
English Language Requirement: For Minimum Institutional TOEFL score of 550 from AMIDEAST Egypt or any of the below ETS authorised
Distributors and/or ITP Testing Centers is required.
Scholarships for Nigerians
How to Apply: The mode of application is online.
Application Form
Application Deadline: Deadline for submitting an online application and all supplementary documents: June 1, 2017.

15.2017 University of Birmingham / UKEAS Nigeria Outstanding
Achievement Scholarships
Applications are invited for University of Birmingham / UKEAS Nigeria Outstanding Achievement Scholarships starting September 2017. Nigerian
applicants are eligible to apply for these scholarships.
The main objective of the university is to provide high quality, comprehensive educational and training opportunities that are compatible to
changing needs of the students.
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Birmingham is constantly developing and evolving in its desire to become a leading global university. This is being achieved through their
enhanced research power and reach; the distinctiveness of their exceptional student experience; the breadth and depth of their academic
portfolio; their size and the extent of their global networks.
In order to undertake a programme of study here at the University, applicants will need to demonstrate that a suitable level of English
proficiency. They can demonstrate their level of English with IELTS/TOEFL/PTE or alternative qualifications.
Course Level: Scholarships are available for pursuing undergraduate degree programme.
Study Subject: Scholarships are tenable in the field of Arts and Law, Life and Environmental Sciences, Social Sciences.
Scholarship Award: The University of Birmingham is pleased to announce the award 4 scholarships of £5000 for Nigerian students applying for
entry to an undergraduate programme at the University starting September 2016.
Scholarship can be taken in the UK
Eligibility: In order to be eligible, candidates must:
Have received an offer and selected the University of Birmingham as their firm choice for a full time undergraduate programme starting
September 2017. The student must be entering the first year of an undergraduate programme based at Birmingham’s UK campus.
Meet the academic conditions of their offer to the programme.
Be classed as Nigerian national or domiciled/ resident.
Be classed by the University as an overseas fee payer for tuition fee purposes and be able to pay the outstanding tuition fees not covered by the
scholarship.
Have sufficient funds to cover the full cost of living at the University of Birmingham, plus any visa/travel expenses associated with studying in the
UK.
Start their studies at the University in September 2017 (the scholarship award may not be deferred).
Be registered with, and have their undergraduate study application attached to, one of our local representatives listed here in alphabetical
order: Bridge House Counselling, SI-UK (‘Study In-UK’), and UKEAS.
Accept an offer from the University of Birmingham and select Birmingham as their firm choice by the scholarship application deadline and be in
contact with one of our local representatives listed above by this scholarship deadline of 31 May 2017.
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Nationality: Nigerian applicants are eligible to apply for this scholarship programme.
College Admission Requirement
Entrance Requirements: Candidates must have received an offer and selected the University of Birmingham as their firm choice for a full time
undergraduate programme starting September 2017. The student must be entering the first year of an undergraduate programme based at
Birmingham’s UK campus
English language Requirements: If first language is not English applicants must provide an English language qualification. Recognized
qualifications include: IELTS: 7.0 with no less than 6.5 in any band. If applicants need to improve their level of English in order to meet the
minimum entry-level requirement applicants may be able attend one of the full-time courses run by English for International Students Unit.
UK Scholarships
How to Apply: To apply for the scholarship students will need to have accepted an offer from the University of Birmingham and be in contact
with one of university’s representatives. Selection for the award will be based on academic performance and students will be shortlisted for
interviews (either in person or via Skype) which are to be held in June and July. The scholarships will be announced shortly after interview. The
full scholarship will be awarded upon enrolment on studies in September 2016. Students already registered and studying on a programme at the
University of Birmingham are not eligible for the award.
Application Deadline: Scholarship application deadline is May 31, 2017.

16. UNIVERSITY OF WEST LONDON
International Ambassador Scholarships
International Student Ambassador
International ambassadors are active representatives of the University
The International Ambassador Scholarship recognises and provides financial support for outstanding students who wish to become ambassadors
for the University of West London.
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For applicants applying to start in September 2017 we are offering 50 scholarships, worth up to £5,000. Applications for September 2017 are
now open.
Students are eligible to apply for the scholarship if they have been offered a place to study on a full-time undergraduate or postgraduate course
at the University of West London, commencing in September 2017.
Please note: the International Ambassador Scholarship provides a discount for the cost of tuition for the first year of study only.
You can apply for our International Ambassador Scholarships by completing a scholarship application form
English language requirement
IELTS 5.0 overall with a minimum of 4.5 in each element (speaking,
Listening, reading, writing). An equivalent Secure English Language Test
(SELT) will also be accepted.
Undergraduate entry
Applicants with the following qualifications will be considered for entry
Onto a University of West London undergraduate Bachelor’s degree:
•

National Diploma (ND) with merit (CGPA 2.50)

•

Higher National Diploma (HND) with merit (CGPA 2.50)

•

Post-Higher National Diploma.

Second and final year entry onto a Bachelor’s degree may be available
For those with a Higher National Diploma (HND) from the UK, with a
Pass profile.
Postgraduate entry
Applicants with the following qualifications will be considered for entry
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Onto a postgraduate programme:
• Bachelor degree with Honours: 50% and above, or GPA 2.40 and
Above
• PhD: a proposal is required in addition to a Masters qualification in a
Related subject area.
If you do not meet any of the above qualifications please contact the
International Office for advice.

Scholarships
The International Office provides International Ambassador Scholarships that are intended to recognise
And provide financial support for outstanding students. International Ambassadors act as active
representatives of the University of West London, supporting with events, visits and marketing.
Each year 100 International Ambassador scholarships are available worth up to £5000.
After you complete your studies,
You’ll automatically join our Alumni
Association.
Our 80,000 Alumni worldwide
Include the:
English language requirement
We accept the following as evidence of meeting our English language requirement:
IELTS
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Undergraduate Postgraduate
Trinity College London (ISEII)
Undergraduate Postgraduate
Overall score 6.0 6.5 Pass Pass
Reading 5.5 5.5 Pass Pass
Listening 5.5 5.5 Pass Pass
Speaking 5.5 5.5 Pass Pass
Writing 5.5 5.5 Pass Pass
Note: some courses may have a higher English language requirement. Please visit www.uwl.ac.uk
If you do not meet the English language requirement you may be eligible to study a Pre-sessional English programme (12 weeks, 8 weeks or 5
weeks).
Please save the above form to your computer before completing it. Once completed, save and email your completed application form to
int.app@uwl.ac.uk.
If you are unable to save a completed version of the form, you may not have the required software. If this is the case, please print off the form,
complete the application and scan and sent it to int.app@uwl.ac.uk.

17. RADBOUND UNIVERSITY
Radboud Scholarship Programme
The Radboud Scholarship Programme offers a select number of talented prospective non-EEA students the opportunity to receive a scholarship
to pursue a complete English-taught Master's degree programme at Radboud University. The Radboud Scholarship Programme is very selective
and is only intended for talented students who have obtained outstanding study results and are highly motivated to pursue a Master's degree
programme at Radboud University.
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(If you're interested in a Bachelor's programme then please have a look at our scholarships for Bachelor's students)
Scope of the scholarships
Each year about 30 Radboud Scholarships are awarded to selected talented non-EEA students for the duration of one of the Master's degree
programmes listed below:
Language and Communication Faculty of Arts
Historical Studies

Faculty of Arts

Literary Studies

Faculty of Arts

Arts and Visual Culture Faculty of Arts
Philosophy

Faculty of Philosophy, Theology & Religious Studies

Behavioural Science

Faculty of Social Sciences

Artificial Intelligence

Faculty of Social Sciences

Social and Cultural Science

Faculty of Social Sciences

Cognitive Neuroscience

Faculty of Social Sciences

Anthropology and Development Studies

Faculty of Social Sciences

Pedagogical Sciences

Faculty of Social Sciences

Biomedical Sciences

Faculty of Medical Sciences

Molecular Mechanisms of Disease
Chemistry

Faculty of Medical Sciences

Faculty of Science

Physics & Astronomy

Faculty of Science

Biology

Faculty of Science

Medical Biology

Faculty of Science
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Molecular Life Sciences Faculty of Science
Science

Faculty of Science

Mathematics

Faculty of Science

Computing Science

Faculty of Science

Information Sciences

Faculty of Science

European Law

Faculty of Law

Level and duration of the scholarship
The scholarship is not an amount of money that you will receive in your bank account, but consists of a partial tuition waiver. The tuition fee will
be waived to the level of an EEA student. For example: a grant holder in 2017/2018 will pay a tuition fee of only €2,006, instead of €9,432 or
€10,360. In addition the Radboud Scholarship also covers costs such as those for visa, residence permit, health insurance and liability insurance
(Insurance Passport for Students (IPS)). This amounts to about €725.
In the case of a two-year programme: to qualify for the grant during the second year, you need to have passed all courses in the first year.
Eligibility requirements
You will only be eligible to obtain a Radboud Scholarship if you:
hold a non-EU/EEA passport
are not eligible for the lower EEA tuition fee for other reasons
have (will obtain) a Bachelor's degree achieved outside the Netherlands, have no degrees achieved in the Netherlands and did not receive any
previous education in the Netherlands
have been fully admitted to the English-taught Master's degree programme starting September 1, 2017 as stated in the formal letter of
admission
are able to comply with the conditions for obtaining a visa for the Netherlands
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are enrolled at Radboud University as a full-time student for the academic year and Master's degree programme for which the scholarship will
be awarded
Selection criteria
From the eligible candidates the Radboud Scholarship holders will be selected based on the following criteria:
Talent: this means that you must have outstanding study results in your present field of study
You are expected to be a promising student in your desired field of study at Radboud University
Proven academic quality and good results of your prior education for example through grades, test scores, publications
Quality of the recommendations in the two reference letters
Motivation: based on your motivation letter for the Master's progamme
Application procedure and documents required
The application for admission and the application for the scholarship is fully integrated, there is no separate application procedure for the
scholarship. However, the selection for RSP and the admission to the Master's degree programme are two seperate processes. Admission to the
programme does not imply selection for RSP.
You apply for a Radboud Scholarship by indicating during your application for admission that you wish to apply for a Radboud Scholarship. You
will then be requested to upload three additional documents: two reference letters and a curriculum vitae.

Deadline
You must have finalized your request for admission via our online application system OSIRIS Incoming Students before 1 April 2017.
The faculty selects the grant recipients. You will be informed about the final decision by the International Office with respect to your application
for a Radboud Scholarship before the end of May 2017. (date subject to change)
More information
For more information about the scholarship programme, contact the International Office via rsp@io.ru.nl.
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Do not use this e-mail address for the application.

18. UEA International Development Scholarships for International Students
University of East Anglia
Master’s Degree
Deadline: 31 Mar 2017 (annual)
Study in: UK
Course starts September 2017
Brief description:
The University of East Anglia is offering one full fee scholarship for international students towards Master’s Degree courses offered by the School
of International Development.
Host Institution(s):
School of International Development, University of East Anglia in UK
Field(s) of study:
Master’s Degree courses offered by the School of International Development
Target group:
International students
Number of scholarships and inclusions:
One full fee award may be offered
Eligibility Criteria:
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The scholarships are awarded on the basis of academic excellence (e.g. first class degree) and their personal statement. All applicants are
expected to have met the School’s English language requirements and been offered and accepted a place on the course by the deadline.
Application instructions:
All eligible candidates to whom the School have made an offer are automatically considered for nomination. Deadline for applications is 31
March 2017.
It is important to visit the official website (link found below) for detailed information on how to apply for this scholarship.
Funding for postgraduate study is available both from the University of East Anglia and from a number of external schemes.
Funding your course of study
The information which follows is intended to help you to identify sources of financial support before your course begins.
Please Note: The information given below is intended as a general guide. It does not represent an exhaustive list of all available funding. You are
encouraged to apply to all sources of funds for which you may be eligible. International students should approach their local British Council for
information on local funding.
The level of competition for most of the awards mentioned here is extremely high and candidates are usually assessed on past, and potential,
academic performance. If you will require a grant in order to undertake your studies, your application should be made as early in the year as
possible. Applications received after March cannot be considered for most scholarships.
The majority of international postgraduate students taking courses in the School of International Development are sponsored by their
Governments, their employers, or an agency such as the British Council.
You should not begin a new course unless you are confident that you have enough money for the duration of your course, bearing in mind that
fees and expenses are likely to increase annually. Although it is increasingly possible for international students to work part-time while studying
in the UK, (part-time earning levels are about £6 - £9 per hour, and this is currently restricted to 20 hours per week by the UK Border Agency)
you should not rely on funding your studies through vacation or part-time work since your earnings are likely to be low in relation to your
expenses. The UK Border Agency requires you to show proof that you can fund your full tuition fees and high levels of living costs in order to
obtain a Tier 4 Student Visa.

50% Final Year Undergraduate Continuation Scholarship
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Current final year UEA undergraduate students who gain a 1st class degree and progress onto a postgraduate course in September 2017 will
receive a 50% fee reduction scholarship. Those who do not gain a 1st class degree will still be eligible for the 10% UEA Alumni Scholarship
outlined below. Terms and conditions apply.
Website:
Official Scholarship Website: http://www.uea.ac.uk/international-development/scholarships-and-funding/scholarships-international-students

19. Emile Boutmy Scholarships for Non-EU Students
Bachelors/Master’s Degree
Deadline: 13 Jan/2 May 2017 (annual)
Study in: France
Course starts September 2017
Brief description:
Sciences Po created the Emile Boutmy Scholarships after the founder of Sciences Po in order to attract the very best international students from
outside of the European Union who are first time applicants and who have been admitted to an Undergraduate or Master’s programme offered
at the University.
Host Institution(s):
Sciences Po University, Paris, France
Level/Fields of study:
Bachelors or Masters Programme offered at the University

Number of Awards:
Not specified.
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Target group:
Non-EU international students
Scholarship value/inclusions/duration:
Undergraduate Level
The Emile Boutmy Undergraduate Programme can take different forms ranging from €3,000 to €12,300 for 3 years of undergraduate study. On
an exceptional basis, a scholarship of €19,000 may be granted to cover the three years of College.
Masters Level
The Emile Boutmy Master’s Programme can take different forms ranging from €5,000 to €16,000 for 2 years of the Master’s Programme. On an
exceptional basis, a scholarship of €19,000 may be granted to cover 2 years of the Master’s Programme.
Eligibility:
Eligible students are those, first time applicants, from a non-European Union state, whose household does not file taxes within the European
Union, and who have been admitted to the Undergraduate or Master’s programme.
This scholarship is awarded based on factors of excellence and according to the type of profile sought for this programme. Social criteria are also
taken into account.
Application instructions:
In order to apply to this scholarship you must indicate it on your application form and include proof of income and documents explaining your
family situation. For the academic year 2017-2018, the deadline for undergraduate programmes is 2 May 2017 while the deadline for Master’s
programmes is 13 January 2017.
It is important to visit the official website (link found below) to access the application form and for detailed information on how to apply for this
scholarship.

20. WHO Internship Programme
What do we offer?
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The World Health Organization (WHO) as the leader in global public health issues is committed to building future leaders in public health. WHO's
Internship Programme offers a wide range of opportunities for students to gain insight in the technical and administrative programmes of WHO.

The duration of WHO internships is between six to twenty four weeks. WHO internships are not paid and all costs of travel and accommodation
are the responsibility of the intern candidate.
Who are we looking for?
You are at least twenty years of age on the date of application;
you are enrolled in a course of study at a university or equivalent institution leading to a formal qualification (graduate or postgraduate)
(applicants who have already graduated may also qualify for consideration provided that they start the internship within six months after
completion of their formal qualification);
You have completed three years of full-time studies at a university or equivalent institution prior to commencing (bachelor's level or equivalent)
the assignment;
You possess a first degree in a public health, medical or social field related to the technical work of WHO or a degree in a management-related or
administrative field;
You are not related to a WHO staff member (e.g., son/daughter, brother/sister, or mother/father);
You are fluent at least in one of the working language of the office of assignment; and
You have not previously participated in WHO’s Internship Programme.
How can I apply?
If you are interested in completing an internship at a WHO office please follow the relevant below link(s). You will find information on the
application process and additional information on whose Internship Programme on the website of the respective office.
WHO Headquarters
WHO Regional Office for Africa (email)
WHO Regional Office for the Americas
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WHO Regional Office for Europe
WHO Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean
WHO Regional Office for South-East Asia
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific
WHO Headquarters also accepts interns in the following out-posted offices:
WHO Global Service Centre (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia): gsoffice@who.int
WHO Kobe Centre (Kobe, Japan): wkc@wkc.who.int
WHO Lyon Office (Lyon, France): ihrinfo@who.int
WHO Office at the United Nations (New York, United States of America): wun@whoun.orgwho we need

Employment profiles at WHO
A WHO field worker checks an inventory of health supplies WHO/Christopher Black
WHO recruits staff on fixed-term or temporary contracts? Staff are grouped in two broad streams: Professional (P) or General Service staff (G).
Directors (D) are part of the professional category.
Internationally recruited
Professional staff are hired internationally and occupy leadership functions or positions that require a significant level of technical expertise. Pstaff are mobile and are expected to work across the globe.
Locally recruited
General Service staff are hired locally at the respective duty station. Their main role is to work jointly and support P-staff in their roles and to
assure the smooth functioning of all administrative matters.
National Professional Officers are nationals of the country in which they serve and perform functions of a professional nature requiring local
knowledge, expertise and experience of a national.
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Required qualifications
Requirements for professional and general positions
Recruitment principles
WHO is committed to achieving workforce diversity, aiming to achieve a broad representation of nationals of our member countries? Particular
attention is paid to candidates from developing countries and gender balance;
Selection of staff is made on a competitive basis;
All posts are filled in accordance with WHOs competency model.
WHO Global Competency Model
Recruitment restrictions
Relatives of WHO Staff: Except where another equally well qualified person cannot be recruited, appointment shall not be granted to a person
who bears any of the following relationships to a staff member: father, mother, son, daughter, brother or sister.
Candidates under the age of 20 and above the age of 62 will not be considered for any vacancy.
Policy on Non-Recruitment of Smokers: WHO has a smoke-free environment and does not recruit smokers or other tobacco users who do not
indicate a willingness to stop smoking. This policy underscores the Organization's commitment to promoting a tobacco-free environment.
Application process

Information on our selection process
WHO staff working in the field WHO/Jim Holmes
We are committed to establishing a long-lasting partnership with our staff. A thorough review of all applications is essential for this. Therefore
our recruitment process takes several months as it involves a number of steps which may include screening, written test, interview, assessment
center.
All applications should be made through the WHO e-Recruitment system.
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If you are unable to complete our online application form due to a disability, please send an e-mail to erecruit@who.int.

21. UCL Summer School
Every summer, UCL welcomes students from around the world to study for credit in the heart of London.
With a wide range of modules on offer from many of our renowned academic departments, you can choose the subject best suited to your
academic or personal interests.
In the QS World University Subject Rankings for 2016, UCL features in the global top-ten universities in eight subject areas and the global toptwenty universities in sixteen subject areas. UCL is world-leading and many of the module tutors on the programme are leading academics in
their fields.
Modules are taught on the Bloomsbury campus and include lectures, seminars, group work as well as excursions and field trips to areas of
interest in and around London.
Outside of the classroom, we offer dedicated accommodation within walking distance of UCL and a varied programme of social events to help
you make the most of your time in the capital.
Join us for three or six weeks and discover how UCL can help you realise your potential!
Dates for 2017
Session One
3 July - 21 July, 2017
Session Two
24 July - 11 August, 2017
Entry requirements
You will have completed one year of undergraduate study at the time of joining the UCL Summer School and normally be able to demonstrate an
average grade, or equivalent academic experience, of:
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3.3/4.0 GPA (US scale)
2:1 (UK scale)
International equivalencies
International equivalencies can be found here.
English language requirement
If English is not your first language, you will need to demonstrate proficiency by providing us with a recognised qualification (please see the
English language requirements page for a full list):
The majority of modules normally require a level of IELTS 7.0 (with a minimum of 6.5 in each sub skill) or equivalent
The following modules require a level of IELTS 6.5 (with a minimum of 6.0 in each sub skill) or equivalent: Climate and Energy; Evolution and
Sexual Selection; and Anatomy and Developmental Biology
The following module requires a level of IELTS 6.0 (with a minimum of 5.5 in each sub skill) or equivalent: English Language Skills for Academic
Purposes. This module also allows student to progress to other modules in Session Two (Climate and Energy; Evolution and Sexual Selection; or
Anatomy and Developmental Biology only).
The full list of English language qualifications accepted for the Summer School can be found here.
English Language Skills for Academic Purposes
Students with an IELTS score of 6.5 (with a minimum of 6.0 in each sub skill) or equivalent may take any module in Session Two on completion of
the English Language Skills for Academic Purposes module in Session One (both modules must be selected at the time of application).
Students with an IELTS score of 6.0 (with a minimum of 5.5 in each sub skill) or equivalent may take the following modules in Session Two on
completion of the English Language Skills for Academic Purposes module in Session One (both modules must be selected at the time of
application): Climate and Energy; Evolution and Sexual Selection; and Anatomy and Developmental Biology.

22. Netherlands Fellowship Programme
Masters/PhD/Short Courses
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Deadline: varies
Study in: Netherlands
Course starts 2017/2018
Brief description:
The Netherlands Fellowship Programmes (NFP) promote capacity building within organisations in 51 countries by providing fellowships for
training and education for professionals. The NFP offers fellowships for qualified Master studies, PhD studies, or short courses offered at
participating Dutch Universities.
Host Institution(s):
Dutch Universities that offer NFP qualified programmes/courses.
Level/Field(s) of study:
NFP-qualified Masters Programme, PhD programmes or Short Courses. Find a course/programme at this link then contact the Dutch higher
education institution that offers that course to find out whether it is NFP-qualified.
Target group:
The NFP is meant for professionals who are nationals of and work and live in one of the 51 NFP countries. The chances of obtaining an NFP
fellowship increase if you live and work in Sub-Saharan Africa and/or if you are a woman.
Scholarship value/inclusions:
An NFP fellowship is intended to supplement the salary that the fellow should continue to receive during the study period. The allowance is a
contribution towards the costs of living, the costs of tuition fees, visas, travel, insurance and thesis research. If applicable, the fellowship holder
is expected to cover the difference between the actual costs and the amount of the personal NFP allowances.
Eligibility:
To be eligible you:
• must be a national of, and working and living in one of the countries on the NFP country list;
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• must have an employer’s statement that complies with the format EP-Nuffic has provided. All information must be provided and all
commitments that are included in the format must be endorsed in the statement;
• must not be employed by an organisation that has its own means of staff-development. Organisations that are considered to have their own
means for staff development are for example:
– multinational corporations (e.g. Shell, Unilever, Microsoft),
– large national and/or a large commercial organisations,
– Bilateral donor organisations (e.g. USAID, DFID, Danida, Sida, Dutch ministry of Foreign affairs, FinAid, AusAid, ADC, SwissAid),
– multilateral donor organisations, (e.g. a UN organisation, the World Bank, the IMF, Asian Development Bank, African Development Bank,
IADB),
– International NGO’s (e.g. Oxfam, Plan, Care);
• must have an official and valid passport;
• must not receive more than one fellowship for courses that take place at the same time;
• must have a government statement that meets the requirements of the country in which the employer is established (if applicable).
Application instructions:
You need to apply directly with a Dutch higher education institution of your choice. Contact the Dutch higher education institution which offers
the NFP-qualified course of your choice for application procedures. Deadline varies depending on the course and the University.
It is important to visit the official website (link found below) for detailed information on how to apply for this scholarship.
Website:
Official Scholarship Website: https://www.studyinholland.nl/scholarships/scholarships-administered-by-nuffic/netherlands-fellowshipprogrammes

23. Leiden University Excellence Scholarships (LexS)
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Leiden University
Master’s Degree
Deadline: 1 Feb/1 Oct 2017 (annual)
Study in: Netherlands
Next course starts Sept 2017/Feb 2018
Brief description:
The Leiden University Excellence Scholarship Programme (LExS) is open to outstanding Non-EU/EEA students enrolling in a master’s degree
programme at Leiden University starting September 2017 or February 2018.
Host Institution(s):
Leiden University, The Netherlands.
Level/Field of study:
All MA, MSc and LL.M programmes as mentioned on the website Master’s programmes in Leiden. Please note that some programmes have a
start date in September only
Number of Awards:
The number and type of award of the scholarship depends on the budget available for each Faculty department.
Target group:
Non-EU/EEA international students
Scholarship value/duration:
The Leiden University Excellence Scholarship programme has 3 awards:
• € 10.000 of the tuition fee
• € 15.000 of the tuition fee
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• Total tuition fee minus the statutory tuition fee
The LExS is only valid for the period the student is registered at Leiden University as a full time student within the time frame of the study
programme.
Eligibility:
• Non-EU/EEA students enrolling in a Leiden University master’s degree programme starting September 2017 or February 2018
• In his or her prior academic education abroad, the applicant must have achieved excellent study results which are relevant for the programme
for which the student wishes to enrol. As an indication, the student will be among the top 10% for the relevant programme followed abroad.
• The applicant will hold a non-EU/EEA passport and will not be eligible for support under the Dutch system of study grants and loans.
• Scholarships will not be awarded to applicants who have already obtained a Leiden University master’s degree with the exception of students
applying for a Master programme for which a specified previous Master programme or work experience is mandatory (the LLM advanced
masters qualify as such).
• Students who are granted a Leiden Excellence Scholarship must comply with and confirm in writing their agreement with the Rules and
Regulations attached to the scholarship prior to the granting of the scholarship.
Application instructions:
You must first apply for admissions to Leiden University online. In your application, you must indicate clearly that you would like to apply for the
LExS scholarship and upload your letter of motivation for the LExS scholarship on the scholarship page. For all programmes starting in September
2017, the deadline is 1 February 2017 (except for Law programmes which has the deadline of 1 March 2017). For programmes starting in
February 2018, the deadline is 1 October 2017.
It is important to visit the official website (link found below) to access the online application form and for detailed information on how to apply
for this scholarship.
Website:
Official Scholarship Website: http://prospectivestudents.leiden.edu/scholarships/scholarship/lexs.html
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24. Hubert Humphrey Fellowships in USA for International Students
USA Government
Non-degree
Deadline: before 1 Oct (annual)
Study in: USA
Program starts Apr-Sept 2018
Brief description:
The Humphrey Fellowship Program is for experienced professionals interested in strengthening their leadership skills through a mutual exchange
of knowledge and understanding about issues of common concern in the U.S. and Fellows’ home countries.
Host Institution(s):
Fellows are placed at one of the participating USA universities. Fellows are not able to choose which university they will attend. Rather, they are
assigned in diverse groups of 7-15 to the most appropriate host institution based on their area of interest and professional field.
Level/Field of study:
As a non-degree program, the Fellowship offers valuable opportunities for professional development through selected university courses,
attending conferences, networking, and practical work experiences. The eligible program fields are:
• Agricultural and Rural Development
• Communications/Journalism
• Economic Development
• Educational Administration, Planning and Policy
• Finance and Banking
• Higher Education Administration
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• HIV/AIDS Policy and Prevention
• Human Resource Management
• Law and Human Rights
• Natural Resources, Environmental Policy, and Climate Change
• Public Health Policy and Management
• Public Policy Analysis and Public Administration
• Substance Abuse Education, Treatment and Prevention
• Teaching of English as a Foreign Language
• Technology Policy and Management
• Trafficking in Persons Policy and Prevention
• Urban and Regional Planning

Number of Awards:
Approximately 200 Fellowships are awarded annually.
Target group:
Citizens of eligible countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, Europe and Eurasia, Middle East and North Africa, East Asia and Pacific, South and Central
Asia, and Western Hemisphere.
Scholarship value/inclusions:
The Fellowship provides for:
• Payment of tuition and fees at the assigned host university;
• Pre-academic English language training, if required;
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• A maintenance (living) allowance, including a one-time settling-in allowance;
• Accident and sickness coverage;
• A book allowance;
• A one-time computer subsidy;
• Air travel (international travel to and from the U.S. for the program and domestic travel to required program events);
• A Professional Development allowance for professional activities, such as field trips, professional visits and conferences.
Eligibility:
The applicant must have:
• An undergraduate (first university) degree,
• A minimum of five years of full-time, professional experience
• Limited or no prior experience in the United States,
• Demonstrated leadership qualities,
• A record of public service in the community, and
• English language ability

Please contact the U.S. Embassy, Public Affairs Section or Fulbright Commission in your country of residence to learn about possible specific
program requirements (link found below).
Application instructions:
Application deadlines vary by country but falls around May to September each year. The nominating U.S. Embassy or Binational Fulbright
Commission will advise you of its internal deadline for receiving applications. Embassies and Commissions must submit their nominations to the
Institute of International Education office in Washington, DC by 1 October.
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Please contact the Public Affairs Section of the U.S. Embassy or Bi-national Fulbright Commission in your country for more information about
application procedures.
It is important to read the FAQs and visit the official website (link found below) for detailed information on how to apply for this scholarship.
Website:
Official Scholarship Website: http://humphreyfellowship.org/
Related Scholarships: List of USA Scholarship Grants

25. Foundation Rainbow Bridge MBA Scholarships for African
and Asian women
Foundation Rainbow Bridge/HEC
MBA Degree
Deadline: 15 Jun/26 Nov 2017 (annual)
Study in: Paris, France
Next course starts Sept 2017/Jan 2018
Brief description:
The Foundation Rainbow Bridge Scholarship is available for women from Asian or African countries affected by natural disasters, drought or
famine to pursue an MBA programme at HEC Paris.
Host Institution(s):
HEC Paris, France
Level/Field of study:
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Master’s in Business Administration (MBA)
Number of Awards:
Up to 2 per year
Target group:
Women from Asian or African countries affected by natural disasters, drought or famine.
Scholarship value/inclusions:
€20,000
Eligibility:
Recipients of this scholarship are top-caliber female candidates who have been admitted to the HEC Paris MBA program (full-time only) and who
can demonstrate exemplary leadership skills in one or more of the following areas:
• Community work,
• Charity engagement,
• Sustainable development practices.
Women applying must come from an Asian or African country affected by a natural disaster, drought or famine. In addition, they must
demonstrate a commitment to solving some of the social and economic issues affecting their countries while working for the long-term security
of the people living there.
Application instructions:
Only admitted candidates can apply for this scholarship. You must submit an essay on why you should be named the Foundation Rainbow Bridge
Scholar at the HEC MBA Program, while identifying your post-MBA goals. Deadline is on a rolling basis but please note that you cannot apply for
this scholarship if admitted after June 15th for the September intake and after November 26th for the January intake.
It is important to visit the official website (link found below) for detailed information on how to apply for this scholarship.
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Website:
Official Scholarship Website: http://www.mba.hec.edu/Fees-Funding/Scholarships/Fondation-Rainbow-Bridge

26. The Denys Holland Scholarship at University College London
University College London
Bachelor’s Degree
Deadline: 7 July 2017 (annual)
Study in: UK

Important Information for All Applicants
Professor Denys Holland, in whose memory the Denys Holland Fund was created via donations from his students, was a sociable, compassionate
man. A Professor of Law and Dean of Students, one of his principal concerns was the welfare and fulfilment of students under his care. His
admissions policy for the Faculty of Laws was aimed at a broad range of students who would enter fully into college life.
The Denys Holland Scholarship aims to support undergraduate students from any country, who without the support of the scholarship would be
unable to secure the funding required to study at UCL, and who can demonstrate their intention to make full use of the activities offered by UCL
and the Student Union.
Eligibility requirements
Applicants should be:
Holding an offer of admission to UCL for full-time undergraduate study in any department;
In financial hardship, and be able to demonstrate that without the scholarship they would be unable to study at UCL;
Preferably aged 25 or below at the time of commencing their studies;
Able to demonstrate that they have broad interests and intend to be actively involved in and contribute to the life of the university.
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Selection criteria
The scholarship is awarded on the basis of financial hardship, subject to applicants demonstrating their intention to play a full part in
extracurricular activities of UCL and the Students Union.
Value: benefits and duration
The scholarship is worth £9,000 per year for three years, subject to satisfactory academic progress and scholars may choose to use all or part of
the scholarship to cover fees. Any remainder is paid to the scholar as a maintenance stipend.
The scholarship may be held alongside other grants, bursaries, awards or scholarships, provided annual total funding does not exceed the cost of
fees plus a reasonable sum for maintenance in any one year (as determined by UCL).
Applications deadline and procedure
The deadline for your application is: Friday, 7 July 2017 at 5pm (UK time). Applicants must provide UCL Student Number or UCAS Application
Number for applications to be considered valid. If an application is received after this deadline it will not be deemed eligible and cannot be
considered.
Application form (.doc)
Guidance notes (.pdf)
Complete applications and supporting documentations should be submitted by email to: studentfunding@ucl.ac.uk
Applicants will be required to detail their current outside interests and indicate areas of non-academic activity which they would hope to pursue
while a student. They will also have to provide information on their financial circumstances and other sources of income being sought to fund
their studies - additional information may be requested by the selection panel.
Notification of results
The Denys Holland Scholarship Committee meets in mid-August, and successful candidates can expect to be notified by email in early/midSeptember.
If you do not hear from the UCL Student Funding Office by mid-September, please assume your application has been unsuccessful. Please also
check this web page, we will put up a note to let you know the date the successful candidate has been informed.
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*NOTE: All scholarship and student funding schemes are subject to availability of funds, and details given here are subject to change at any time.
Potential applicants are urged to check information regularly to ensure they are aware of current procedures, deadlines etc.
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